
 

 

Food connects us – English 
Stage: 4 

Unit Overview 
This is a program for a conceptual English Unit for Stage 4, using the ‘food show’ format to introduce an understanding of hybrid media programs and showing the 
importance of these shows in supporting intercultural understanding, Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia, and sustainability.  
Some resources are accessible online. Some activities are based on the study of Kylie Kwong’s 
My China (https://shop.abc.net.au/products/kylie-kwong-my-china-2dvd). 
 
 
Alternative approach 
The unit could centre on the global phenomenon of food shows as a force for intercultural 
understanding. MasterChef Indonesia advertisement lacks subtitles but is a good source of 
visual comparison with the Australian version. The program is good for exploring media 
techniques and also metaphor of food show as a conquest. Other suggested resources: 
 
Look at Top Chef Indonesia Segera di SCTV – TV advertisement 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHQdWf3TrTE 
 
Australian MasterChef 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDq1-dZ8vus  
 
Iron Chef  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2e9nTeIwFk 
 
Adam Liaw as ‘food ambassador’ 
http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/video/2015/feb/23/fair-share-food-truck-
australian-aid-video 
 

 

The Global Education Project NSW acknowledges the contribution of this unit by the English Teachers Association NSW.  

Filming a cookery show. Image source: Wikimedia Commons Filming a cookery show. Image source: Wikimedia Commons 
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KLA: English Stage: 4 Topic: Food connects us Concept: Connection and Cultural context Duration: 3 to 4 weeks 

Global education learning emphases 
Interdependence and 

globalisation Identity and cultural diversity Social justice and human rights Peace building and conflict 
resolution Sustainable futures 

Global education outcomes 
 recognise the effect of interaction with others 
 recognise the richness that diversity brings to all communities 

Students will learn about: 
 the transfer and change of literary traditions throughout the world 
 diverse cultures and traditions using a range of texts 

NSW English K-10 Syllabus Outcomes and Content 

Outcome 5: thinks imaginatively, creatively, interpretively and critically about information, ideas and arguments to respond to and compose texts 
Outcome 6: identifies and explains connections between and among texts 

Outcome 7: demonstrates understanding of how texts can express aspects of their broadening world and their relationships within it 
 analyse the ways that language features such as modality are used to represent individual, shared or disparate views of the world  
 analyse how combinations of words, sound and images can create particular perspectives of the same event or issue such as environmental 

sustainability  
Outcome 8: identifies, considers and appreciates cultural expression in texts 

 consider the ways culture and personal experience position readers and viewers and influence responses to and composition of texts    
 investigate texts about cultural experiences from different sources, e.g. texts from Asia and texts by Asian Australians, and explore different 

viewpoints      
 respond to and compose texts in a range of different modes and media, recognising and appreciating cultural factors, including cultural background 

and perspectives  
 recognise and explain differing viewpoints about the world, cultures, individual people and concerns represented in texts (ACELT1807)    
 explore and appreciate the ways different cultural stories, icons, Aboriginal images and significant Australians are depicted in texts 

Learning Across the Curriculum Content 
 Sustainability 
 Intercultural understanding 
 Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia 
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Overarching question 
How do popular culture texts about food promote cross-cultural connections while also supporting a sustainable world? 

Cross Curriculum 
These shows can become a cross-curriculum learning platform for such subjects as: languages, history, geography, food technology, media studies, science and 
mathematics.   

Assessment  
Modes 
Reading/ Writing/ Viewing /Speaking 

Formative Assessment for and as learning:  
 Worksheets on media techniques 
 Reading comprehensions of passages  
 Imaginative writing: capturing an important family and food moment in their lives 
 Wide viewing: Students analyse their own choice of food show and share this with the class explaining how this would support ideas of sustainability 
 Procedural writing and speaking: students share their own favourite recipe acting this out as if on television. 

Summative Assessment task of learning:  
Students will submit a script for a short segment of a show about food in their community based on their own experiences and research. 

Week One 
AIM: to initiate thinking about the relationship between food, family, culture and identity 
Teaching and learning strategies Composing / responding mode Resources Register 

Prior learning: THINK – PAIR – SHARE  
Students work in pairs to discuss food shows they have watched: 

 What attracts them to food shows  
 Which cultures they have seen represented in food shows 
 Which cuisine they like to eat 
 Which different cultures do restaurants in the local area represent? 

 
Students discuss 
 
Students write a paragraph on food 
shows and why they are so popular  
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Background knowledge 
Has anyone heard of Kylie Kwong? Why?  
Do they know any other Asian chefs who are famous?  
E.g. Poh Lin Yeow from MasterChef 

   

Activity 1  
Viewing – ‘food still connects us’ 
Watch Poh Lin Yeow on Talking Heads Part 2. 
 Look at guided questions and discuss.  
 Students can select important quotes to place on their walls.  
 Poh talks of food as the thread that connects – students can work in 

groups to design their own metaphor about food in their lives. 

Students write about why family meals 
are so important  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=wJg3y6sUzHQ (from 
1.24 – 7.50) 
 
Worksheet 1 
 

 

Activity 2 
Read Mrs Kwong's Roast Dinners 
'Why is it that your Mum's roast dinners are sooo tasty, Kylie?' 

 Read and answer questions on Worksheet 2 (teacher could read this 
aloud and ask questions)  

 Does anyone have a story like this about dinner at a friend’s place or 
his or her own place?  

 
 

 
Read and answer 
 
Students share a story about a meal a 
shared with friends  

http://www.penguin.com.au/
products/9780670911189/kyli
e-kwong-recipes-
stories/41437/extract 
 
Worksheet 2 
 

 

Activity 3 
Read Kylie Kwong, My China (Extract)   

 Trace the struggle between Chinese identity and Australian identity 
that Kylie presents in the extract. 

 Is she more Chinese or Australian?  
 How could writing a book about a food journey be so important for 

understanding identity? Worksheets 1,2,3 
 How could it also be about sustainability? 

 
Students write reflections on their own: 
“…complex mesh of heritage, family, 
identity, culture, memory and connection, 
the sort of journey that enriches lives, 
regardless of where we came from, or 
where we now find ourselves.” 
 

http://www.penguin.com.au/
products/9781920989354/kyli
e-kwong-my-
china/43266/extract 
 
Worksheet 3 
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Week Two/Three
AIM: to understand how the medium of film conveys ideas about culture, identity and sustainability 

Teaching and learning strategies Composing / responding mode Resources Register 

While doing this unit students should also be considering the medium of film 
and how it conveys meaning:  

 analyse how combinations of words, sound and images can create 
particular perspectives of the same event or issue such as 
environmental sustainability (Outcome 7) 

Activity 1 
 Revise or introduce film techniques (suggested links are in the 

resources column) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Watch Kylie Kwong, My China trailer and complete the table on 
worksheet 4  
 

 Use the viewing sheet on the film trailer to show the way the film 
techniques work 

 

  

 

 

http://www.slideshare.net/leigha
church/film-techniques-30068250  

http://www.slideshare.net/Kazma
nia/film-8429698,  

http://www.tc.umn.edu/~ryahnk
e/filmteach/My-Archive-of-Film-
Notes/x-documentary-
techniques.htm  

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=oFUKRTFhoiA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=i5EzLItSb5I  

Worksheet 4 

 

Activity 2 
 Watch one of the programs on Kylie’s My China with students 

focusing on the structure of the show  
 

 Students complete the mind map finding examples for each of the 
categories history, geography, life story and food. 

 

https://shop.abc.net.au/produ
cts/kylie-kwong-my-china-
2dvd 

Worksheet 5 

 

  

Kylie Kwong presenting at the Organic Expo, 
Melbourne 2009.  Image source: Wikimedia 
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Activity 3 
Focus on Language:  

 Watch Kylie Kwong: My China - Fujian, sample clip 
 Students read the extracts of the transcript complete the questions 

about language  
 Students adapt the visual recipe to a written recipe. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=FqboereqS48 

 

Worksheet 6 

 

Activity 4 
Focus on Script:  

 Students watch Kylie Kwong: My China - Fujian, sample clip, recording 
how many times the camera changes angle and perspective. 

 Students read the beginning of the script, noting how the camera 
shots are described. 

 Watch the sample clip again so students can complete the script 
notes 

 Discuss: “How is the audience made to feel involved in the act of 
cooking? How important is the taste test at the end?“ 

  

Worksheet 7 

 

Activity 5 
Focus on Genre:  
Students consider different genres and how to analyse this film. Is it a: 

 travel film 
 biography 
 historical genre 
 food show?  

Introduce term hybrid genre. Students then re-view the film and explain 
where each genre fits in. What is the effect of having these different genres 
all together? If the show is about culture then what does this hybrid style 
convey about the idea of culture? 

 
 
Representing: Students represent the 
different genres in a diagrammatic form  
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Activity 6 
Focus on Sustainability:  

1. Class discuss the concept of sustainability: 
a. What does sustainability mean?  
b. What does it mean to ‘sustain’ a culture?  
c. How would we do this?  
d. If we consider the definition of sustainability as a more 

narrow term referring to environmental sustainability then 
how can we sustain the environment through food shows?  

2. Students work independently or in groups to analyse their own 
choice of episode  (Worksheet 5)  

3. Students complete the steps on worksheet 8 to write a review, 
arguing the importance of the show for sustainability. 

4. Students read each other’s reviews and share ideas.  

 
 
Students write a food show review about 
the importance of Kylie’s show for 
sustainability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peer reviewing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Worksheet 5 
 
Worksheet 8 

 

Optional: Food shows as a global phenomenon
AIM: to explore cultural similarities and differences through the global phenomenon of food shows 
Introductory question: What would you cook if you went on MasterChef? 

Teaching and learning strategies Composing / responding mode Resources Register 

Activity 1 
 Watch MasterChef Australia, Promo & Intro [2009] 

 Students complete worksheet 9, noting the text, images, sound editing 
and camera features used. 

 What does the promo indicate is valued in the show: is it food or 
competition? Students need to explain which elements of the video 
indicate this. 

 
Viewing 

 
http://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=dDq1-dZ8vus 

Worksheet 9 
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Activity 2 
 Select one of the videos featured by Asia Education Foundation from 

Indonesia (link in resource column, Top Chef Indonesia Segera is 
recommended). 

 Students take notes as in previous activity 
 Discuss: “What differences do they note in the way the Indonesian 

program is promoted? What conclusions can we draw about cultural 
difference and what is valued from these changes?  

 Students can work in groups and watch the Indonesian MasterChef, 
which doesn’t have subtitles; they then write the subtitles of what might 
be said. Mute the show and one or more groups can present this to the 
class with ‘real’ voices.  

 Ask students if they have noticed a similar pattern in the scripts that 
were presented. This task reveals that there are certain conventions 
used by the shows, which allow us to follow the show even if the 
language is not understood.  

 
 
 
 
 

Discussion and comparison of cultural 
perspectives  
 
Writing and/or Speaking: presenting 
subtitles for the Indonesian MasterChef 
 

http://www.asiaeducation.ed
u.au/curriculum_resources/la
nguages_cr/years_7-
8_indonesian_exploring_mast
erchef_indonesia/exploring_m
asterchef_indonesia_activities
_1_to_5.html 
 

 

Activity 3 
 Compare MasterChef with other food shows, such as The Iron Chef. 

What are these programs promoting and how? Consider why the show 
could be described as:  
 a food show 
 an elite sport 
 a circus 
 a gladiatorial struggle 
 nationalistic rivalry?  

 
 Which of these descriptions best fits with Australian MasterChef: 

  a food show 
 an elite sport 
 a circus 

 

 
Discussion and comparison of cultural 
perspectives  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A MasterChef in action 
  Source: Wikimedia Commons 
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 a gladiatorial struggle 
 nationalistic rivalry?  

 
 In Australia we talk about ‘tall poppy syndrome’, ‘Aussie battler’. Find 

what these terms and consider how the show might reflect these 
aspects of Australian cultural identity. 

 Listen to Adam Liaw on his MasterChef experience. According to him 
how can food shows promote intercultural understanding? 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.asiaeducation.edu.au
/curriculum_resources/geography
/year_6_australia-
malaysia_connections/activity_3_
malaysia_and_the_asian_century.
html 

Activity 4 
 Write an opinion piece using these shows that you have viewed and 

answering: ‘How food shows facilitate communication between 
cultures?’ 

 
Writing an opinion piece 
 

  

Week Three/Four:
 Aim: To apply the understanding to their own contexts as scaffolding for the assessment task 
 

Assessment: Group and individual task  
Students will write a proposal for a segment of a new TV show called ‘My 
suburb’ or ‘My street’ following the format of the food shows such as Kylie 
Kwong’s My China. The show needs to consider: geography (location), history, 
social and cultural influences in the suburb, their own personal situation in 
these contexts and a recipe of personal significance.  

Students need to explain why this show is important to promote and what 
will make the popular.  

The written submission will include a structure with an outline of what will 
happen in each segment. 
 

 
Assessment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cooking demonstration, Taiwan  .  

Source: Wikimedia Commons 
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Part 1:  
As a group students consider their own suburb:  
 They brainstorm about their own suburb to identify different cultural 

experiences available, through religious buildings, shops, restaurants, 
sports or other types of clubs. They can use Google maps to help them 
research cultural experiences.   

 They work together to consider the geographical, historical and social 
contexts of their lives: 

 Where is your suburb? Is it urban, rural, industrial, housing 
commission etc. (geography). 

 What kinds of people live there? Class/ ethnicity/ mixed or singular 
(Social geography) 

 What kinds of businesses / institutions exist there?  
 What is the history of the suburb? Waves of migration / when was 

it first formed / has it changed its character e.g. from industry to 
housing  (Historical context) 

Part 2:  
Students can then use this information to respond to the assessment task, or 
they might want to be more specific and, if their street offers interesting 
opportunities, do a program called My street. For a model for their speech 
they can use Kylie Kwong My China Extract (Penguin Books Online)  

 
 
Group work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Individual work 

Written submission and spoken 
presentation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Worksheet 10 
 
http://www.penguin.com.au/
products/9781920989354/kyli
e-kwong-my-
china/43266/extract 

Student reflection  Worksheet 11  

Teacher reflection  Worksheet 12  
 


